
LG 3: I can analyze the arguments of others and connect them
to me, including current scientific consensus.

1 analysis of the arguments of others
2 paragraph on scientific consensus
3 personalization—you could include a discussion of what

you agree and disagree with and why, or what you found
most compelling and why.

LG 4: I can communicate effectively to produce
publication-quality written, verbal & visual work in a logical,
organized manner that demonstrates consideration of context,
audience

1 active voice and logical matching of subject and verb [The
author states (not the book); avoid using words like get,
thing... - they are often empty filler words]

2 Do not use contractions [will not instead of won’t] or
misuse apostrophe’s [sic]

write a draft
revising with help from others (writing center, my office, trade)
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Aim for a thoughtful reflection (AR 2),
plus one or two learning goals
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AR 2: I can produce thoughtful reflec-
tions (reflection, personalization, sup-
port of arguments).

2 5

LG 1: I can examine a single issue from
multiple perspectives, e.g. diverse &
opposing views, historical & recent per-
spectives, local & global connections.

1 2

LG 2: I can conduct quality research and
summarize what I found.

0 1

LG 3: I can analyze the arguments of
others and connect them to me, includ-
ing current scientific consensus.

1 2

LG 4: I can communicate effectively to
produce publication-quality written, ver-
bal & visual work in a logical, orga-
nized manner that demonstrates consid-
eration of context, audience & purpose.

1 2
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